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Context to the research

• The research built on the LGA 2017 Bright Futures vision for youth services, seeking to 
test the conditions for success that were identified then and update them with further 
good practice and any new challenges being experienced locally 

• The research was based on visits and conversations with nine local areas who had 
different models and types of local partnerships for delivering their local youth offer

• We defined the youth offer as the full range of provision in a local area to support youth 
related activity including both formal youth services as well as provision delivered by the 
Voluntary and Community Sector (VCS) and other partners 

• Each local area in our field work had made a series of choices reflecting their own 
contexts to decide on their local delivery model. In the report we analyse the choices 
available to local areas and some of the advantages and disadvantages of each approach. 
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We identified a broad spectrum of how youth offers are delivered in local areas
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Local authority-led CommissionedCombined model

Salford Kingston-upon-Hull

Essex

Hertfordshire

Knowsley

Leeds

Harrow

Devon

Lambeth

Young People’s Foundation

Other models:

Youth services are delivered 
primarily by LA, including 
provision of youth centres 

and/or workers.

Youth Services are primarily 
delivered by the VCS being 
commissioned by the LA or 

through other partners

Some of the youth offer is 
commissioned out to VCS, 

with some elements provided 
by LA e.g. specialist 

workforce, youth centres



The different relationships between LA youth services and the VCS: with varying amounts of 
LA direct provision, LA commissioning and/or alternative infrastructure organisations
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LA

VCS

LA

VCS

VCS 
Lead

VCS 
Lead

VCS 
LeadLA

VCS

VCS

VCS

LA involved in direct 
provision, with some 

commissioning of VCS

Minor LA involvement 
in direct provision, 

largely commissioned 
out to VCS

Minor LA direct provision, 
commissioned out to VCS lead 

providers who coordinate 
smaller organisations

Partnership

VCS VCSVCS

LA

Partnership organises commissioning to 
VCS and distributes LA contracts

LA VCS

LA-run youth services 
and VCS activities run 

independently 

1. Largely LA-run 2. VCS as main provider

3. LA as coordinator

4. Partnership-led

5. Separate offers Coordinator role

Low level direct 
provision, mostly 
coordinator role

Solely involved in 
provision



We identified six key enablers to developing an effective local youth offer
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Vision and leadership

Commissioning

Provision and delivery

Partnership working 
and capacity building

Workforce 
development

Outcomes and impact

- Clearly articulated vision for role of youth service and local youth offer
- Co-constructed with other LA services, partners, community & young people
- Links made to other services and local priorities informed by needs led analysis

- Commissioning that is needs-led, has a visible process & appropriate oversight
- Commissioning on a locality basis encourages joined up response from locality
- Can help to leverage funding from other partners e.g. Health, Police and Schools

- Most focus on targeted support and specific groups, but universal offer important 
- Importance of links between Youth Services and Children Services/Early Help
- Mechanisms to plan provision at locality level important to avoid duplication/gaps 

- Clarity about respective roles of the LA and VCS – creating space for VCS to grow
- Actively building the capacity of the VCS & regular forums to bring them together
- Important links to other partners - schools, police, health - some pooled budgets

- Maintaining the professional identity of Youth Workers within a broader offer
- Developing new pathways into Youth Work inc. through Apprenticeships and HE
- Creating opportunities for young people to engage and progress to Youth Work

- Make sure you are collecting rigorous participation data across all programmes
- Focus more on creating compelling stories of impact through case study evidence
- Ensure consistency across all partners in measuring impact through common tools


